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UNIQUENESS OF THE CRITICAL POINT OF THE SOLUTIONS
TO SOME SEMILINEAR ELLIPTIC
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN R2
SHIGERU SAKAGUCHI
ABSTRACT. We consider some two-dimensional semilinear elliptic boundary
value problems over a bounded convex domain in R2 and show the uniqueness
of the critical point of the solutions.

1.

INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS

Uniqueness of the critical point of the solutions to elliptic boundary value
problems over a convex domain has been shown by many authors.
Concerning the Dirichlet problem there are many results. In [19], Sperb considered the semilinear elliptic Dirichlet problem over a strictly convex domain
n in R2:

,1.u = f(u)

(1.1)

in nand

u = 0 on an,

and he showed that any positive solution u to this has only one critical point
for some f. His proof is based on an idea of Payne [17].
On the other hand, many results concerning concavity properties (especially,
convexity of level sets) of solutions to elliptic boundary value problems over a
convex domain in Rn (n ~ 2) were obtained by various authors (see [3, 4, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14] especially, see Kawohl [10] and its references). To illustrate
their methods, we consider the Dirichlet problem

{

( 1.2)

,1.u = -1

u=o

in

n,

onan,

where n is a bounded convex domain in Rn • Put v = -y'U. Then v satisfies
( 1.3)

{

,1.V = -(IV'vI 2 + 1)t in n,
v = 0 on an, and av/av

= 00

on an,

where av /av denotes the outer normal derivative of v on an. Put f(v, V'v)
= the right-hand side of this equation. Note that f(', V'V)-I is convex, and
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J together with its derivative 8 J I 8v is positive in n. Kawohl [9] and Ken-

nington [11] improved Korevaar's convexity maximum principle and proved
the convexity of v. Their proofs are based on convexity maximum principles
combined with the fact that 8v 18 v = 00 on 8n. (This fact and strict convexityof n guarantee that v is strictly convex near the boundary 8n.) Caffarelli
and Friedman [3] showed the strict convexity of v , when the dimension n is
equal to 2. Their proof is based on an application of maximum principle to
the function det(82vI8xi8x) and the fact that 8vl8v = 00 on 8n, and the
method of continuity with respect to the domain n (that is, they considered the
continuous deformation of n into a ball). Furthermore, Korevaar and Lewis
[14] generalized this method to R n (n ~ 2). All these methods need some
algebraic structures of the equation (especially, the convexity of J(., V v) -I)
and the fact that 8v18v=00 on 8n.
Concerning the problem which is not Dirichlet, we know the result of Chen.
In [6], Chen showed that the capillary free surface over a convex domain in R2
has only one minimal point. Precisely, for a bounded convex domain n in R2
with boundary 8 n , he considered the problem
( 1.4)

{

divTu = 2H in n,
Tu· v = cosy on 8n,

where H (H > 0), y (0 < y < n12) are constants satisfying 2Hlnl =
cos yl8nl (Inl is the area of nand 18nl is the length of 8n) and v denotes
the unit outer normal vector to 8n and Tu = (1 + IVuI 2 )-1/2 Vu . His results
say that the solution u to (1.4) has only one critical point under the hypothesis
of the existence of the solution with y = o. His proof is based on a nice comparison technique found in Chen and Huang [5] and the method of continuity
with respect to y and the result of Chen and Huang [5] (that is, "the solution
with y = 0 is strictly convex").
In this paper we consider some two-dimensional semilinear elliptic boundary
value problems, which are not Dirichlet, and prove the uniqueness of the critical
point of the solution. Our methods are based on an idea of Chen [6]. Precisely,
let n be a bounded convex domain in R2 with smooth boundary 8n, and
let J be a real valued COO -nondecreasing function on R, which is positive
somewhere.
Now, our results are the following:
Theorem 1. Let u E C 2 (n) be the solution to
( 1.5)

{

~u =

J(u)

in

n,

8u
8v=con8n,

where c is a positive constant. Then u has one and only one critical point in

n.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that J(O) is positive. Let u E C 2 (n) be the solution to
{

( 1.6)

ft.u = J(u)
aujav

in

+ pu

n,

= 0

on

an,

where p is a positive constant. Then u has one and only one critical point in

n.

Our theorems concern only qualitative properties of the solutions, so only
under the hypothesis of the existence of solutions we show the uniqueness of
the critical point of the solutions. For the existence of solutions, for example,
see Lieberman [15] or Lieberman and Trudinger [16].
In the following sections we prove these theorems. §2 provides some preliminary results for the problems (1.5), (1.6). In §3 we introduce two families
of problems indexed by a bounded closed interval [0, 1] in order to use the
method of continuity. In §4 we prove several basic lemmas with the help of one
modification of Chen and Huang's comparison technique. §5 is devoted to the
completion of the proofs.
2.

PRELIMINARIES

First of all, using the strong maximum principle, we get
Proposition 2.1. Let u E C 2 (Q) be the solution to (1.5), or (1.6). Then J(u)
is positive in nand aujav
oJ (1.6).

an.

> 0 on

Furthermore, u < 0 in

an,

n

in the case

Proof Case oJ(1.5). Since aujav = c > 0 on
there exists a point Xo
satisfying u(xo) = minn u. Then J(u(xo)) = ft.u(xo) ~ O. Hence we get
J(u(x)) ~ J(u(xo)) ~ 0

for any x E

En

n,

since J is nondecreasing. Suppose that J(u(xo)) = O. Put v(x) = u(x)-u(xo) .
Then v satisfies
ft.v = a(x)v in Q,
{

r

v ~0

and

a(x) ~ 0

in

n,

where a(x) = J~ (u(xo) + e(u(x) - u(xo))) de (' denotes differentiation). It
follows from the strong maximum principle that v cannot achieve a nonpositive
minimum in n. This contradicts the fact that v(xo) = O. Therefore
J(u(xo)) > O.
Case oj (1.6). Since J(O) is positive, u satisfies
{

ft.u - a(x)u > 0
aujav

r

+ pu

=

0

in

n,

on

an

and a(x)

~

0

in

n,

where a(x) = Jo1 (eu(x)) de. The strong maximum principle implies that u
cannot achieve a nonnegative maximum in n. Suppose that maxn u ~ O. Then
there exists a point Xo Ean satisfying u(xo) = maxn u ~ O. It follows from the
strong maximum principle that au(xo)jav > O. This contradicts the fact that
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f)u(xo)/f)v + PU(XO) = O. Therefore u < 0 in Q. Hence f)u/f)v = -pu > 0
on f)Q, and there exists a point Xo E n satisfying u(xo) = minn u. Then, for
any x E Q
f(u(x)) ~ f(u(xo)) = ~u(xo) ~ O.

As in the case of (1.5), using the function v(x) = u(x) - u(xo) , we see that
f(u(xo)) > O. This completes the proof.
Concerning the uniqueness and the regularity of the solution, we have
Proposition 2.2. (1) The solution to (1.5) is unique up to an additive constant.
(2) The solution to (1.6) is unique. (3) The solution to (1.5) or (1.6) belongs
to Coo(Q).

Proof. Since f is nondecreasing, (1) and (2) follow from the strong maximum

principle. Since f is smooth, the regularity theory of elliptic partial differential
equations implies (3).

When f is a positive constant, from the theory of linear elliptic partial
differential equations (see for example Gilbarg and Trudinger [7]) we obtain
Proposition 2.3. There exists a solution u E COO (n) to the problem

(2.1 )

~u

=k

in Q

and

f)u/f)v

=c

on f)Q,

where k = If)Qlc/lnl and c is the positive constant in (1.5). Furthermore the
solution to this problem is unique up to an additive constant.
3. FAMILIES OF PROBLEMS FOR THE METHOD OF CONTINUITY

For t (0:$ t :$ 1) , we introduce the following problems:

{

(3.l.t)

where k =
(3.2.t)

If)Qlc/IQI

~u=tf(U)+(I-t)k

f)u/f)v = c on f)Q,

and
{

inQ,

c is the positive constant in (1.5),

+ (1 - t)f(m) in
f)u/f)v + pu = 0 on f)Q,

~u

= tf(u)

Q,

where m is the minimum value of the unique solution to (1.6) and p is the
positive constant in (1.6).
Remark 3.1. (3.1.0)=(2.1), (3.1.1)=(1.5), (3.2.1)=(1.6).
Remark 3.2. Concerning the uniqueness of the solution to these problems, we

obtain the same results as in Proposition 2.2, since the right-hand sides of these
equations are nondecreasing functions with respect to u. Also we have the
same results as in Proposition 2.1 to these problems, if we replace f(u) by the
right-hand sides of these equations.
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Concerning the existence, by the method of sub- and supersolutions we obtain
Proposition 3.3. Under the hypothesis of the existence of the solution to the problem (1.5) we see that there exists a solution u t E COO (Q) to the problem (3.Lt)
satisfying
(3.3)
where C and a are positive constants independent of t E [0, 1], and the solution
to (3.1.t) is unique up to an additive constant.

Proposition 3.4. Under the hypothesis of the existence of the solution to (1.6)
we see that there exists a unique solution ut E Coo(Q) to the problem (3.2.t)
satisfying the same inequality as (3.3) for all t E [0, 1].
Proof of Proposition 3.3. In view of Proposition 2.3 let u l and Uo be, respectively, a solution to (3.1.1) and a solution to (3.1.0). Though the uniqueness does
not hold, we fix these solutions and proceed further. Put M = min:a(u l - uo)
and N = max:a(ul - uo). Then we get

o + M ~ u l ~ U o + N in Q.
Note that Uo + M and Uo + N are also solutions to (3.1.0). Put w = tU I +
(1 - t)(u o + N) and w = tU I + (1 - t)(u o + M). It follows from (3.4) that
(3.4)

U

w :5 u l :5 w in Q. Here we see that wand ware, respectively, sub- and
supersolutions to (3.Lt) with w :5 w in Q. Indeed, since f is nondecreasing,
we get
!lw = tf(u l ) + (1 - t)k ~ tf(w) + (1 - t)k in Q,
and
!lw = tf(u l ) + (1- t)k:5 tf(w) + (1- t)k in Q.
Of course, ow /ov = c and ow /ov = c on oQ. Therefore, using the method
of sub- and supersolutions (see Sattinger [18, Theorem 2.1, p. 980]), we obtain
a solution u t E Coo(Q) to (3.Lt) satisfying w :5 u t ~ w in Q. Furthermore,
in view of (3.4) and the definition of wand w, we get Uo + M :5 ut ~ Uo + N
in Q. Then it follows that

sup IUtl :5 C for all t E [0, 1],
:a
where C is a constant independent of t E [0, 1]. So, by the Lp -estimates of
Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg [1] we see that lIutllw2,p(n) is uniformly bounded
with respect to t E [0, 1]. Hence, using Sobolev imbedding theorems and the
Schauder estimates of [1], we obtain the inequality (3.3). This completes the
proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.4. In view of Proposition 2.2, let u I be a unique solution
to (3.2.1). Then, since f is nondecreasing, we see that u l is a subsolution to
(3.2.t). On the other hand, we observe from Proposition 2.1 that u l :5 0 in Q
and f(m) is positive. Thus u == 0 is a supersolution to (3.2.t) , since f(O) is
positive. Therefore, using the method of sub- and supersolutions, we obtain a
unique solution u t E Coo(Q) to (3.2.t) satisfying u l ~ u t :5 0 in Q. Hence,
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by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 we get the inequality
(3.3) and complete the proof.
4.

ONE MODIFICATION OF CHEN AND HUANG's COMPARISON TECHNIQUE

We begin with
Lemma 4.1. For any h with f(h) > 0, there exists a number L (0 < L ~ (0)
such that the initial value problem

(4.1)

{V"(S) = f(v(s))
(-L < s < L),
v(O) = hand v'(O) = 0,

has a unique COO -solution v, which satisfies the following:
(4.2)
(4.3)

v(s)=v(-s)

v(s) ~ hand v"(s) ~ f(h)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(-L<s<L),

V'(S)~O

>0

(-L < s < L),

(O~s<L),

lim v(s) = +00 and

s-+L

lim v' (s) = +00.

s-+L

Proof. The existence and uniqueness theorem for initial value problems for
ordinary differential equations implies that there exists a unique COO -solution
v(s) to (4.1) for some positive number L. Since v( -s) is also a solution to

(4.1), by the uniqueness theorem for initial value problems we get (4.2). Thus,
let (-L, L) be a maximal interval of existence for v. Put w(s) = v(s) - h.
Then w satisfies
w"(s) = f(v(s)) for - L < s < L,
{
w(O) = w' (0) = O.

Since w" (0) = f(h) > 0, there exists a positive number rJ satisfying w(s) > 0
for 0 < s < rJ. Here we see that w(s) > 0 for 0 < s < L. Indeed, suppose
that w(so) ~ 0 for some So ~ rJ. Then we have maxo<s<so w(s) = w(s,) > 0
for some 0 < s, < so' Hence w" (s,) ~ O. On the other hand, since w (s,) is
positive and f is nondecreasing, f(v(s,)) ~ f(h) > O. This contradicts the
fact that w"(s,) = f(v(s,)). Thus, by (4.2) we get
for - L < s < L

v(s) ~ h

and get the whole of (4.3). Furthermore, (4.4) follows from (4.3) and the fact
that v' (0) = O.
When L = +00, by (4.3) we have for s > 0
VI (s) =

and
v(s) = v(O)

lo v
s

0

r

+ 10

(t)dt ~ f(h)s,

"

I

v (t) dt ~ h

1
2
+ "2f(h)s
.
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Therefore, since f(h) is positive, we get (4.5). When L is finite, since (-L, L)
is a maximal interval, we have from (4.3) and (4.4)
lim v(s) = +00

(4.6)

s-+L

or

lim v' (s) = +00.

s-+L

If lims-+L v(s) is finite, we get for 0 < s < L
v'(s)

= los f(v(t))dt $

f(supv)L.

This contradicts (4.6). Therefore we get
lim v(s) = +00.

(4.7)

s-+L

If lims-+L v' (s) is finite, we get, for 0 < s < L,
v(s) = v(O)

+ los v' (t) dt $

(supv')L + h.

This contradicts (4.7). Thus we get
lim v' (s) = +00

s-+L

and complete the proof.
Using one modification of Chen and Huang's comparison technique, we obtain
Lemma 4.2. Let u E COO(Q) be the solution to (3.1.t) or (3.2.t) for t E [0, 1].
Suppose that Vu(p) = 0 at some point p E Q. Then the Gaussian curvature
K(p) of the graph (x, u(x)) at p does not vanish, where K(p) = Dll u(P) .

D 22 u(P) - {D 12 u(p)}

2

2

and D jj = {) /{)xj{)x j .

Proof. As in Remark 3.2, it suffices to show this lemma when t = 1 . Therefore,
let u be the solution to (1.5) or (1.6). Let p E Q be a point with Vu(p) = O.
Suppose that K (p) = O. Then, by using a parallel translation and a rotation of

coordinates, we may assume that

(4.8)

p

=0

and

[Djju(O)]

= diag[f(u(O)) , 0].

It follows from Proposition 2.1 that f(u(O)) is positive. Using Lemma 4.1 for
h = u(O) , we get a unique solution to (4.1), say v. Put w(x) (= w(x, ' x 2 )) =
v(x,). Then w satisfies

(4.9)

flw = f(w) in (-L, L) x R,
{ [Djjw(O)] = diag[f(u(O)), 0],
w(O) = u(O)

and Vw(O) = Vu(O) = O.

Hence u - w satisfies
(4.10)

fl(u-w)=a(x)(u-w)

r

and

a(x)2::0

in(-L,L)xRnn,

where a(x) = fo' (w + O(u - w)) dO, and u - w vanishes up to second-order
derivatives at O. Furthermore, since u - w is not identically zero, it follows
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from (4.10) and a unique continuation theorem for solutions to elliptic partial
differential equations (see Aronszajn [2]) that u-w never vanishes up to infinite
order at O. Therefore, by Taylor's formula we get for some integer n 2: 3
(4.11 )

(u - w)(x)

= Pn(x) + o(lxn as Ixl

-+

0,

where Pn(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree nand Pn(x) is not identically zero. Furthermore, since u - w is a COO-function, using (4.10), we see
that Pn(x) is a harmonic polynomial. On the other hand, it follows from the
result of Hartman and Wintner [8, Corollary 1, p. 450] that every interior critical point of u - w is isolated. Therefore, as in [5] we see that the zero set of
u - w in some neighborhood U of the origin consists of n smooth arcs, all
intersecting at origin and dividing U into 2n sectors (n 2: 3). Put

> A},
x R; u(x) -w(x) < O}.

A = {x E Qn (-L, L) x R; u(x) - w(x)
B = {x E Qn(-L, L)

Then, it follows from the maximum principle that
(4.12)

Both A and B have at least three components each of which
meets the boundary 8(Qn (-L, L) x R).

Now, we first consider the case of Neumann boundary condition (1.5). Furthermore we divide the proof into two cases. One is the case that L is finite,
and the other is that L is infinite. Consider the former. Choose a number L ~
with L ~ < L, which is sufficiently near to L. Put Q~ = (- L ~ , L~) x R.
Look at the boundary 8(Q n Q~). Since Q is convex, observing the boundary
condition of u and the shape of the graph of w (see Lemma 4.1), we see that
8(Q n Q~) consists of at most four connected arcs, in which 8(u - w)/8v
changes sign alternatively. Put
1+= {x E 8(Q n

Q~);

:)u - w)(x) >

1_

Q~);

:)u - w)(x) <

= {x E 8(Q n

o} ,
O}.

(At a corner, we choose v to be the unit outer normal vector to 8Q~ .) Then,
it never occurs that a component of A n Q~ meets 8(Q n Q~) exclusively
in 1_. Indeed, let w be a component of A n Q~ which meets 8(Q n Q~)
exclusively in 1_ . Hence the strong maximum principle implies that a positive
maximum of u - w in w is attained at pEl_and
(u - w)(p) 2: O. This
contradicts the definition of 1_. Also, by the same argument as this, we see
that it never occurs that a component of B n Q~ meets 8 (Q n Q~) exclusively
in 1+. However, these facts contradict (4.12).
Next consider the latter when L is infinite. Only replacing Q n Q~ by Q,
we can use the same argument as above.
(u - w)
In the case of the third kind boundary condition (1.6), replacing
by
(u - w) + P(u - w), we can use an argument similar to that in the case of

tv

tv

tv
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Neumann boundary condition (1.5). Precisely, we choose L~ to get {w(x) =
O} = {Xl = ±L~}. Then a(O n O~) consists of at most two components of
{t)u - w) + P(u - w) > O} and two components of
{w

> 0 > u} u {tv(u -

w)

+ P(u -

w)

< O}.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. Let u E COO(O) be the solution to (3.1.0) or (3.2.0). Then u has

only one critical point in O.

Since we use a continuity argument of §5 in this paper, we prove this lemma
in the last of §5.
Lemma 4.4. Let u E Coo(O) be the solution to (3.l.t) or (3.2.t). Then u does

not have maximal points in O.

Proof. Since t1u is positive in 0 (see Remark 3.2 and Proposition 2.1), the
strong maximum principle implies this lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let u E COO (0) be the solution to (3.l.t) or (3.2.t) for t E [0, 1].

Then u has more than two minimal points, if and only if there exists a point
p EO with \lu(p) = 0 and K(p) < o.
Proof· By Remark 3.2 and Proposition 2.1, we have
(4.13)

au
av > 0

on

ao.

Therefore u does not have minimal point on the boundary ao. We first prove
"if" part. Let p be a point with \lu(p) = 0 and K(p) < O. Then there exists
an open neighborhood U of p in which the zero set of u - u(p) consists of
two smooth arcs intersecting at p and divides U into four sectors. Consider
the open set E = {x E 0; u(x) > u(p)}. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that each
component of E has to meet the boundary ao. Accordingly we see that the
open set G = {x EO; u(x) < u(p)} has more than two components. This
shows that u has more than two minimal points.
Next we prove "only if" part. Since aujav is positive on ao and 0 is
convex, we can extend the function u to R2 by putting, for x E R2 - 0,
(4.14)

u(x) = u(y)

+ ~~ (y) x dist(x, y),

where y is a unique point on ao with dist(x, y) = dist(x, 0). Then we see
that u belongs to C I (R2) and \lu does not vanish in R2 - O. Consider the
level set Ls = {x E R2; u(x) < s}. Then it follows that
(4.15)

aLs has only one component for sufficiently large s.

Suppose that u has more than two minimal points and there exists no point p
with \lu(p) = 0 and K(p) < O. Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma
4.4, we see that each critical point of u is a minimal point. Since \lu does
not vanish in R2 - 0, Lemma 4.2 implies that every critical point is isolated
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and the number of critical points is finite. Hence we conclude that there exists
a finite set of minimal points of u, say {PI' P2 ' ... , PN } satisfying
(4.16)

V'u(x)

# 0 for all x E R2 - {PI' P2' ... ,PN}'

Put So = max{u(p); 1 ::::; j ::::; N}. It follows that the boundary 8Ls of the
level set Ls is a Cl-curve for S > So and {8Ls} are diffeomorphic to each
other. Since K(p) is positive, if s is near to so' 8Ls has more than two
components. This contradicts the fact (4.15). This completes the proof.
5.

PROOF OF THEOREM

1 AND

THEOREM

2

In view of Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.4, and Lemma 4.5, it suffices to show that
the set of minimal points of the solution consists of one point. Let ut E Coo(O)
be the solution to (3.l.t) or (3.2.t) for t E [0, 1] obtained by Proposition
3.3 or by Proposition 3.4. Put I = [0, 1]. Divide I into two sets II and 12 :
II = {t E I; ut has only one minimal point}, 12 = {t E I; u t has more than two
minimal points}. Then I = II U 12 and lin 12 = 0. It follows from Lemma
4.3 that 0 belongs to II' namely, II is not empty. Furthermore, Lemma 4.2
and the inequality (3.3) imply that 12 is open in I. (See Proposition 3.3 and
Proposition 3.4. Though the uniqueness of the solution to (3.l.t) does not hold,
since the solution to (3.l.t) is unique up to an additive constant, so t E 12 if
and only if there exists a solution to (3.1.t) which has more than two minimal
points.) Thus it remains to show that 12 is closed in 1. Let {tj} be a sequence
of points in 12 such that tj converges to t. as j tends to 00. Hence, Lemma
4.5 and the compactness arguments imply that there exist a subsequence {t k },
a sequence of points {Pk} , and a point P E 0 which satisfy
(5.1)

Pk - P as k -

By continuity we have
(5.2)

00,

V'u tk (Pk) = 0,

V'U t• (p) = 0 and

and K t k (Pk) < O.

K t• (p) ::::; O.

Here, in the case of (3.l.t) we used the fact that the solution is unique up to
an additive constant. Since V'u t # 0 on 80, we have P EO. Therefore it
follows from Lemma 4.2, Lemu{a 4.5, and (5.2) that t. belongs to 12 , This
shows that 12 is closed in I. The proof is now completed.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. Since the equations in (3.1.0) and (3.2.0) are linear, by
introducing the smooth deformation of the domain 0 into a ball as in [3]
or [14] and by using the continuity argument as above, we prove this lemma.
Precisely, let Os (0::::; s ::::; 1) be a family of bounded convex smooth domains
such that 0 0 = a ball, 0 1 = 0 and 80s varies smoothly in the parameter s.
Consider the following two families of linear problems:
~v = k in Os'
{
(5.3.s)
8v/8v=cs on 80s '
Ins vdx = 0,

UNIQUENESS OF THE CRITICAL POINT OF SOLUTIONS

where
(5.4.s)

Cs

= Inslk/18nsl, and
{

!:,.v=f(m)

8v/8v + pv

189

inns'
= 0

on 8ns '

Let Vs be a unique solution to (5.3.s) or (5.4.s). Then it follows from the
Schauder global estimates that C 2+a -norm of Vs is uniformly bounded with
respect to s. Since Vo is radial, Vo has only one critical point in no' Therefore, using Lemma 4.2, Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.5 and the continuity argument
of this section, we see that VI has only one critical point in n (= n l ). This
completes the proof.
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